Abstract: Understanding the relationships among CO 2 emissions, energy consumption, and economic growth helps nations to develop energy sources and formulate energy policies in order to enhance sustainable development. The present research is aimed at developing a novel efficient model for analyzing the relationships amongst the three aforementioned indicators in G20 countries using an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model in the period from 1962 to 2016. In this regard, the ANFIS model has been used with prediction models using real data to predict CO 2 emissions based on two important input indicators, energy consumption and economic growth. This study made use of the fuzzy rules through ANFIS to generalize the relationships of the input and output indicators in order to make a prediction of CO 2 emissions. The experimental findings on a real-world dataset of World Development Indicators (WDI) revealed that the proposed model efficiently predicted the CO 2 emissions based on energy consumption and economic growth. The direction of the interrelationship is highly important from the economic and energy policy-making perspectives for this international forum, as G20 countries are primarily focused on the governance of the global economy.
Introduction
Over the past forty years, the world economy has more than tripled in size. Although economic growth has enhanced the living standards in most countries, it has led to a reduction in natural resources and an increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Some forecasts suggest that by accelerating the growth of population and gross domestic product (GDP), by 2050, we will be faced with the major challenge of not having enough resources, which, in turn, will undermine further economic development, especially in poor regions. While the GDPs of leading economies continue to rise, economic growth in developing regions is even higher, with an average growth of 5.9% or 3.6% of per capita growth in low-income countries, and 1.3% total or 0.8% per capita growth in high-income countries such as G20 countries. predicting the CO 2 emissions based on two indicators to contribute to the body of knowledge appear to be very limited. Particularly, there is no study in the current literature regarding the application an ANFIS model in the prediction of CO 2 emissions using economic growth and energy consumption. Therefore, for the first time, this study takes advantages of the ANFIS model, proposing a method to evaluate the interrelationships and influence level of economic growth and energy consumption in the prediction of the CO 2 emissions in G20 countries. The present research aims at using the ANFIS model for the following objectives:
i.
To investigate the interrelationship of energy consumption, CO 2 , and economic growth using real data between 1962 and 2016 in G20 countries; ii.
To employ the fuzzy rule-base to generalize the relationships of the input indicators and output indicators to make the prediction of the CO 2 emissions. iii.
To develop a model for analyzing the interrelationship between energy consumption, CO 2 emissions, and economic growth in G20 countries. iv.
To predict the CO 2 emissions based on energy consumption and economic growth using real data between 1962 and 2016 in G20 countries.
According to the above objectives, this technique will help users to effectively predict the CO 2 emissions from real-world datasets that have the non-linear data structures. This paper would be efficiently extended and implemented to consider for other indicators affecting CO 2 emissions.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 provides details of the related work regarding the application of the ANFIS model. Section 3 presents the research method. Section 4 presents the results and a discussion of this study. Finally, the conclusion, limitations, and recommendations for future studies are presented in Section 5.
Related Works
Several studies conducted recently in this field are mainly centered on finding the link between energy consumption, CO 2 , and economic growth [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Using parametric specifications, Holtz-Eakin and Selden [15] attempted to explore the relationships between GDP per capita and per capita CO 2 in case of totally 130 countries between 1951 and 1986. They reported the presence of inverted U-shaped and N-shaped curves between the two factors, economic growth and CO 2 . Glasure and Lee [16] attempted to find how energy consumption and economic growth affect each other in South Korea and Singapore. They made use of error-correction models, and their findings showed a bi-directional causality between economic growth and energy consumption. De Bruyn, et al. [17] applied a variety of approaches to a commonly-referred polynomial specification of an Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) by constructing a dynamic model that incorporated three factors: energy intensity, structural and technological change, and the GDP level. They used three emission indicators, i.e., CO 2 , SO 2 , and NO x , in four Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, namely West Germany, USA, Netherlands, and Britain, together with the annual data collected from a period of 34 years (1960-1993) . Their empirical results confirmed that there was a direct positive effect between economic growth and emissions in all cases excluding the SO 2 emissions. On the other hand, a negative influence was found from technological and structural changes in emissions. Taskin and Zaim [18] took the advantage of nonparametric production frontier techniques in order to examine the EKC hypothesis. In their study, the environmental efficiency index was employed as a dependent variable according to the cross-sectional data for CO 2 , while the GDP per capita was taken into consideration as an independent variable for the time horizon from 1975 to 1990. Their analysis was carried out in the case of 52 countries and an inverted U-shaped was found in the countries have more than $5000 GDP per capita. The relationships between economic growth and CO 2 were also studied by Bengochea-Morancho, et al. [19] ; results indicated that CO 2 in countries with above-average incomes was more than that of those with below-average income. Friedl and Getzner [20] examined the relationship between economic development (using GDP growth as a proxy) and CO 2 in Austria from 1960 to 1999, and showed that the link between economic growth and CO 2 was in an "N"-shaped form. Yoo [21] also studied the relationships between economic growth and energy consumption; however, he reported the bidirectional causality between the variables for the Korean economy. Azomahou, et al. [22] also attempted to examine the relationships between CO 2 emissions and GDP (as a proxy for economic development) for the period of 1960 to 1996 using data gathered from 100 countries using the pool-ability test developed by Baltagi, et al. [23] . Findings of their study confirmed an upward sloping relationship between CO 2 emissions and per capita GDP, which indicated a positive relationship between CO 2 emissions and economic development. Lee, et al. [24] used a panel of 22 OECD countries corresponding to the years between 1960 and 2001, for the purpose of examining how factors such as energy consumption, economic growth, and capital stock were related to each other. They applied an aggregate production function. Their empirical results revealed a bidirectional causal relationship between energy consumption and economic growth. Apergis and Payne [25] focused on the relationships between economic growth and coal consumption between 1980 and 2005. They selected a panel of 25 OECD countries applied with a dynamic error correction model. They confirmed the presence of a bidirectional causality relationship among all indicators. In South Africa, Menyah and Wolde-Rufael [26] carried out a research to explore the long-run and causal relationships that existed amongst energy consumption, pollutant emissions, and economic growth; they applied the bounds testing approach to the cointegration process. Their results demonstrated the unidirectional causality that was running from CO 2 emissions towards the economic growth, from the energy consumption towards the CO 2 emissions, and from the energy consumption towards the economic growth, all with no feedback. Kahsai, et al. [27] studied the relationship between energy consumption and economic growth in African countries. They used a panel of 18 COMESA countries and reported the long-term bidirectional causality between the variables. Akpan and Akpan [28] investigated the long-term and the causal connections among electricity consumption, CO 2 emissions, and economic growth in Nigeria. They found the presence of a long-term positive relationship between economic growth and CO 2 emissions. Saboori and Sulaiman [29] attempted to find out both long-and short-term relationships among the amount of energy consumption, CO 2 emissions, and economic growth between 1980 and 2009. Between economic growth and energy consumption in the short-term, they reported a neutral relationship, while in the long-term, not only the energy consumption was shown to be effective on CO 2 emissions, but also the economic growth Granger was found to be effective on the amount of energy consumption. Shahbaz, et al. [30] examined the relationship between CO 2 emissions, industrialization, and electricity consumption between 1975 and 2010. Their results reported that the presence of cointegration and electricity consumption contributed to CO 2 emissions. Shahbaz, et al. [31] tested the possible relationships amongst energy intensity, CO 2 emissions, and economic growth from 1980 to 2012. As indicated by their findings, the energy intensity augmented the volume of CO 2 emissions. In addition, a bi-directional causality relationship was explored between economic growth and CO 2 emissions. Collecting data related to the years between 1971 and 2010, Esso and Keho [32] investigated the causal and long-term relationship that could exist among the amount of energy consumption, CO 2 emissions, and GDP. In Nigeria, they found a feedback effect between economic growth and the volume of CO 2 emissions. Chen, et al. [33] investigated the interregional differences in China in terms of the CO 2 emissions, and found that because of the governmental policies, the interregional economic and emissions differed. Alam, et al. [34] carried out a research to examine the impacts of three factors (population growth, energy consumption, and income) on the CO 2 emissions. They reported a rise in the volume of CO 2 emissions due to a rise in income and energy consumption. Chiu [35] explored a relationship among energy, CO 2 emissions, real income, and investment all corresponding to years between 1971 and 2010. The results indicated that a reduction in energy usage enhanced the energy efficiency and improved the clean energy usage, which could successfully reduce CO 2 emissions. Chang and Shieh [11] analyzed the relationship between energy efficiency and GDP growth of Baltic Sea Region countries and defined the positive impact of energy efficiency enhancement on the GDP growth. Chen, et al. [36] investigated the economic growth of the most important countries playing a key role in global coal consumption. They also evaluated the influence of economic growth on the emission of GHG.
A survey of previous literature showed that the relationship between energy consumption, economic growth, and CO 2 emissions is extensive; therefore, based on these relationships, it was concluded that the previously-published papers are grouped into three categories, i.e., those describing the relationship between CO 2 emission and economic growth, the relationship between energy consumption and economic growth and, the relationship between CO 2 emission, economic growth, energy consumption. Several previous studies have demonstrated that the relationships between these indicators involving several geographic places employ a broad range of techniques and tools. Some studies have focused on a particular country while others relied on a specific region with a group of countries. In addition, results of this section found that these three indicators used different measurements; for example, economic growth has been measured based on GDP growth rate or GDP per capita through different methods, regions and countries, time periods. The results of this section found that energy consumption contributed to CO 2 emission in different regions and countries. In addition, some of the previous studies confirmed that energy consumption is a key indicator of CO 2 emissions. Moreover, the overall results indicated that there were the strong links between energy consumption and economic growth. Furthermore, some studies claimed that CO 2 emissions are a cause of economic growth. However, based on the above discussions, it was found that the previous studies have found different results through the study different countries and regions, and the use of techniques, tools, and indicators; consequently, the current study for analyzing the relationships between CO 2 emissions, economic growth, and energy consumption has been used the soft computing model which called ANFIS in the G20 countries.
Research Method
Focusing on the prediction of CO 2 emissions, this study uses ANFIS, which is a robust technique used widely to model complex problems Chong, et al. [37] . The most important disadvantage of adopting solely using the fuzzy logic method is the absence of the facilities required to learn from the data. As a result, if the fuzzy logic and neural network are combined together (which makes Neuro-Fuzzy), the advantages of both approaches can be fully exploited. Therefore, the present study makes use of ANFIS and forms the prediction models using the data gathered for the prediction of CO 2 emissions. The adoption of such technique helped us to apply Least-Squares Estimate (LSE) to the hybrid learning algorithm in order that the consequential parameters could be identified. The five layers of ANFIS have been completely described in the literature. ANFIS is a model for predictions based on discovering the fuzzy rules through the dataset and created the links between input and output indicators. To construct ANFIS models, three types of data are used: training, checking, and testing. In the first step, ANFIS uses the training set to construct the model. In the next steps, it uses the test and checking sets for the generalization and validation of the models. Jang [2] introduced the ANFIS model for the first time for building prediction models based on real data. There are five main layers for building the prediction of the model. Figure 1 shows these five main layers. ANFIS works like a Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy-rule-based system. This method learns its parameters by learning from the input and output data. The general framework of ANFIS is presented in Figure 1 . For example, in Figure 1 , ANFIS uses several layers to train the data to predict the output. A Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy inferences' system with one output f, two inputs x and y and, two fuzzy "IF-THEN" rules is shown in Equation (1) . In this equation, the fuzzy sets for input premise variables x and y are defined, respectively, by A 1 , A 2 and B 1 , B 2 . Also, the output (consequent) variables are defined by the p 1 , q 1 , r 1 and p 2 , q 2 , r 2 parameters. In the first hidden layer, the fuzzification of inputs is performed. In this layer, we can use any type of membership function (MF) for the fuzzification task. There are several types of MFs such as z-shape, Gaussian, triangular, sigmoid, trapezoidal, and s-shape. The outputs of this layer are fuzzy membership grades of inputs; of two inputs, for example x and y, are given by
where In the third layer, by considering N nodes, the strengths of the fuzzy rules (normalized firing strengths) in the second layer are normalized by Equation (3).
In the fourth layer, we have adaptive nodes (consequent parameters) to output, with a node function defined as: In the fifth layer, the overall output is calculated by the summation of all incoming signals. This layer includes a non-adaptive node, and the overall output is calculated by Equation (5).
The fundamental section of the system contains the inference engine and the fuzzy rule-base. The system of the fuzzy rule base covers the know-how and knowledge regarding the particular area problems, provided as a set of rules in fuzzy IF-THEN. This section is the inference engine that interprets the rule base by employing the MFs of outputs and inputs fuzzy operators, defuzzification models, and implication operators. The rule-based inference system determines the mapping from the input to output of the fuzzy sets. The defuzzification and fuzzification procedures are employed for offering the possibility of managing a system based on two kinds of crisp inputs and outputs. In the Fuzzification step, MFs are applied to obtain the fuzzy inputs and outputs from crisp inputs/outputs. In the defuzzification, MFs are used for achieving the crisp outputs from fuzzy inputs. For logical relationships among fuzzy inputs and fuzzy output, this study used the rule base In the first hidden layer, the fuzzification of inputs is performed. In this layer, we can use any type of membership function (MF) for the fuzzification task. There are several types of MFs such as z-shape, Gaussian, triangular, sigmoid, trapezoidal, and s-shape. The outputs of this layer are fuzzy membership grades of inputs; of two inputs, for example x and y, are given by O 1 i as:
where
In the second layer, which is the IF part of the fuzzy rules, a fixed number of nodes, labelled with M, are considered to calculate the outputs of this layer. The outputs are obtained by multiplying the input signals. In this layer, the outputs are defined as:
Where W i s of each type indicates the firing strength of the fuzzy rules.
In the third layer, by considering N nodes, the strengths of the fuzzy rules (normalized firing strengths) in the second layer are normalized by Equation (3) .
In the fourth layer, we have adaptive nodes (consequent parameters) to output, with a node function defined as:
where p i x + q i y + r i is the parameter of this node and w i is the output of Layer 3.
In the fifth layer, the overall output is calculated by the summation of all incoming signals. This layer includes a non-adaptive node, and the overall output is calculated by Equation (5).
The fundamental section of the system contains the inference engine and the fuzzy rule-base. The system of the fuzzy rule base covers the know-how and knowledge regarding the particular area problems, provided as a set of rules in fuzzy IF-THEN. This section is the inference engine that interprets the rule base by employing the MFs of outputs and inputs fuzzy operators, defuzzification models, and implication operators. The rule-based inference system determines the mapping from the input to output of the fuzzy sets. The defuzzification and fuzzification procedures are employed for offering the possibility of managing a system based on two kinds of crisp inputs and outputs. In the Fuzzification step, MFs are applied to obtain the fuzzy inputs and outputs from crisp inputs/outputs. In the defuzzification, MFs are used for achieving the crisp outputs from fuzzy inputs. For logical relationships among fuzzy inputs and fuzzy output, this study used the rule base through interpreting
the rules using fuzzy operators and implication. In this study, the fuzzy rule-based system was also developed in four subsequent steps: input fuzzification, generation of the MFs, extraction of the output defuzzification, and fuzzy rules. Through the fuzzification stage, Gaussian MFs were applied to determine the degree of inputs belonging to each proper fuzzy set. On the other hand, through the defuzzification stage, we employed the Centroid of Area (COA) (Hellendoorn and Thomas [38] , which returns the center of the area under the curve. The architecture of ANFIS is presented in Figure 2 .
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Data
Sources Historical data from the period from 1962 to 2016 are used to generate the prediction models for CO2 emissions based on two important indicators, i.e., energy consumption and economic growth for G20 countries. The data for CO2 emissions, as well as economic growth and energy consumption, were collected from the World Development Indicators (WDI) online database. In this study, data for CO2 emissions is calculated based on metric tons per capita and produced during consumption of liquid, solid, gas flaring, and gas fuels. The economic data is calculated based on annual GDP per capita growth and extracted based on the constant of local currency based on U.S In ANFIS for predicting outputs, there is some measure such as mean absolute error (MAE) measure. Equation (6) is used for calculating of MAE of the errors of prediction models.
In this equation, actual (o) is actual output, prediction (o) is the predicted outputs and n is the number of observations. The present research is mainly aimed at forecasting the CO 2 emissions by means of two input parameters, i.e., energy consumption and economic growth in G20 countries based on the data recorded from 1962 to 2016. For this purpose, we made the prediction models through the fuzzy rules discovered by means of ANFIS approach from the real dataset. Also, we made the link between output and input indicators (Y = f (X 1 , X 2 )) in a way to have a prediction with a high accuracy regarding the CO 2 emissions. Here, X 1 , X 2 signify the input parameters; more specifically, (X 1 ) denotes GDP and (X 2 ) denotes the energy consumption, whereas Y represents the output parameter, that is, CO 2 emissions. Three sets of data (i.e., training, checking, and testing) were applied to ANFIS in order to construct the prediction models.
Sources Historical data from the period from 1962 to 2016 are used to generate the prediction models for CO 2 emissions based on two important indicators, i.e., energy consumption and economic growth for G20 countries. The data for CO 2 emissions, as well as economic growth and energy consumption, were collected from the World Development Indicators (WDI) online database. In this study, data for CO 2 emissions is calculated based on metric tons per capita and produced during consumption of liquid, solid, gas flaring, and gas fuels. The economic data is calculated based on annual GDP per capita growth and extracted based on the constant of local currency based on U.S dollars. The data for energy consumption were collected from WDI online database. Energy consumption data is calculated based on kg of oil equivalent per capita. Energy consumption is determined based on the use of main energy before transformation to other end-use fuels, which is equal to indigenous production plus imports and stock changes, minus exports and fuels supplied to ships and aircraft engaged in international transport.
Results and Discussion
In Table 1 , we show the ranges of Gaussian Membership Functions (MFs) made through the ANFIS approach in the United States context. For the fuzzification step, we took into consideration three kinds of the linguistic characteristics for inputs, namely "{Low}", "{Moderate}", and "{High}". Table 1 presents the generated Gaussian MF of ANFIS for "GDP (X 1 )" and "energy consumption (X2)". For "{Low}", "{Moderate}" and "{High}", the ranges of X1 are measured as [ For analysis in this study, the relationship of the input indicators and output indicator are provided based on surface plots for each country of G20 countries. The results of ANFIS regarding the surface plots are shown in Figure 3 . The surface plots were determined through a continuous function of the economic growth and energy consumption versus CO 2 emissions. The surface plots are produced by means of the fuzzy rules extracted from numeric values of CO 2 emissions and economic growth and energy consumption of the experimental dataset. Furthermore, the surface plots explain how the two indicators, energy consumption and economic growth, affected the CO 2 emissions. dollars. The data for energy consumption were collected from WDI online database. Energy consumption data is calculated based on kg of oil equivalent per capita. Energy consumption is determined based on the use of main energy before transformation to other end-use fuels, which is equal to indigenous production plus imports and stock changes, minus exports and fuels supplied to ships and aircraft engaged in international transport.
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For instance, Figure 3a presented a CO2 emissions prediction based on fuzzy rules system in Argentina based on two indicators. According to the result of Figure 3 , it can be concluded that CO2 emissions increased from 2.5 tons per capita to 6 tones per capita by increasing economic growth from 8000 per capita growth based on U.S dollars to 12,000 U.S dollars, and, at the same time, energy consumption increased from 1400 kg of oil equivalent per capita to 1800 kg per capita. Remember that in the plots, the colors illustrate the fuzzy inference system (FIS) behaviors based on the fuzzy rules, and input and output indicators. The results of the fuzzy rules system for CO2 emissions prediction of other countries are shown in Figure 3a -t. This study used the fuzzy rule viewer to generate the CO2 emissions prediction models. The fuzzy rule viewer has a capability of showing CO2 emissions throughout the deviations that may occur to the values of economic growth and energy consumption. The rule viewer is an environmentbased display of the FIS. It is used as a diagnostic test to find which rules are active and how individual MF shapes influence the results. The rule viewer is a roadmap for the whole fuzzy inference process. The three plots across the top of the Figure 4 represents the antecedent and consequent of the first rule for the United States. Each rule is a row of plots, and each column is a variable. The rule numbers are displayed on the left of each row. From the fuzzy rule viewer screenshot in Figure 4 , it is inferred that if energy consumption is 6.81 × 10 3 , and GDP is 4.34 × 10 3 , then CO2 emissions are 17.6. The rule viewer also shows how the shape of certain MFs influences the overall result. After rules are evaluated, crisp values are produced by defuzzification of the corresponding MF. From the results of Figure 4 , it can be determined how the ANFIS can effectively predict CO2 emissions based on inputs values using nine fuzzy rules. For instance, Figure 3a presented a CO 2 emissions prediction based on fuzzy rules system in Argentina based on two indicators. According to the result of Figure 3 , it can be concluded that CO 2 emissions increased from 2.5 tons per capita to 6 tones per capita by increasing economic growth from 8000 per capita growth based on U.S dollars to 12,000 U.S dollars, and, at the same time, energy consumption increased from 1400 kg of oil equivalent per capita to 1800 kg per capita. Remember that in the plots, the colors illustrate the fuzzy inference system (FIS) behaviors based on the fuzzy rules, and input and output indicators. The results of the fuzzy rules system for CO 2 emissions prediction of other countries are shown in Figure 3a -t.
This study used the fuzzy rule viewer to generate the CO 2 emissions prediction models. The fuzzy rule viewer has a capability of showing CO 2 emissions throughout the deviations that may occur to the values of economic growth and energy consumption. The rule viewer is an environment-based display of the FIS. It is used as a diagnostic test to find which rules are active and how individual MF shapes influence the results. The rule viewer is a roadmap for the whole fuzzy inference process. The three plots across the top of the Figure 4 represents the antecedent and consequent of the first rule for the United States. Each rule is a row of plots, and each column is a variable. The rule numbers are displayed on the left of each row. From the fuzzy rule viewer screenshot in Figure 4 , it is inferred that if energy consumption is 6.81 × 10 3 , and GDP is 4.34 × 10 3 , then CO 2 emissions are 17.6. The rule viewer also shows how the shape of certain MFs influences the overall result. After rules are evaluated, crisp values are produced by defuzzification of the corresponding MF. From the results of Figure 4 , it can be determined how the ANFIS can effectively predict CO 2 emissions based on inputs values using nine fuzzy rules.
To evaluate the proposed model and examine the competency of the prediction models of ANFIS, the MAE measure was applied to the prediction of the outputs, i.e., CO 2 emissions. The MAE measures the average magnitude of the errors in a set of predicts, without considering their direction. It measures the accuracy for continuous variables. The MAE is the average over the verification sample of the absolute values of the differences between the forecast and corresponding observation. The MAE is a linear score, which means that all the individual differences are weighted equally in the average. Accordingly, errors of the prediction models were computed using MAE, as shown in Equation (6) . In addition, the results of MAE for all countries are presented in Figure 5 .
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Conclusions
This study developed an efficient approach to analyze the interrelationships between energy consumption, CO2 emissions, and economic growth of G20 countries using ANFIS model from 1962 to 2016. The ANFIS model was successfully developed to correlate two indicators using the available data for the purpose of predicting the CO2 emissions. For predicting of CO2 emissions, this study used two important indicators, i.e., energy consumption and economic growth.
The experimental results of this study found that the proposed model is capable of predicting CO2 emissions based on energy consumption and economic growth. The prediction models are established in MATLAB and results are attained. To formulate the prediction models, this study first used the fuzzy rules by means of the ANFIS from WDI online database. The next stage after formulating the prediction models generalized the interrelationships of inputs and output indicators to make an accurate prediction of CO2 emissions. To evaluate the proposed model and examine the competency of the prediction models of ANFIS, the MAE measure is used to predict the CO2 emissions as an output. The result of the fuzzy rules system revealed that by increasing economic growth and energy consumption in some countries, CO2 emissions increased. For example, in the case of Argentina, by increasing economic growth from 8000 per capita growth based on U.S dollars 
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The experimental results of this study found that the proposed model is capable of predicting CO 2 emissions based on energy consumption and economic growth. The prediction models are established in MATLAB and results are attained. To formulate the prediction models, this study first used the Energies 2018, 11, 2771 13 of 15 fuzzy rules by means of the ANFIS from WDI online database. The next stage after formulating the prediction models generalized the interrelationships of inputs and output indicators to make an accurate prediction of CO 2 emissions. To evaluate the proposed model and examine the competency of the prediction models of ANFIS, the MAE measure is used to predict the CO 2 emissions as an output. The result of the fuzzy rules system revealed that by increasing economic growth and energy consumption in some countries, CO 2 emissions increased. For example, in the case of Argentina, by increasing economic growth from 8000 per capita growth based on U.S dollars to 12,000 U.S dollars, CO 2 emissions increased from 2.5 tons per capita to 6 tones per capita, and energy consumption increased from 1400 to 1800 per capita. The results of MEA showed that the average magnitude of the errors in a set of predicts in G20 countries was between 0.0119% and 0.0732%. However, the findings of MEA and fuzzy rules systems showed that ANFIS can be used efficiently for modeling and predicting CO 2 emissions. It is believed that this model can be used to find many other indicators in environmental and energy areas. It is concluded that the ANFIS model is computationally intelligent and suitable to predict CO 2 emissions based on various indicators. This paper could be efficiently extended to consider for other indicators affecting CO 2 emissions. In this study, to predict the CO 2 emissions, we used two important indicators: energy consumption and economic growth. However, in the future studies, other indicators such as electricity consumption, renewable energy, population, financial investment, tourism economic, international tourism, energy intensity, household CO 2 emissions, health expenditures, economic activity, road transport, income, oil consumption, coal consumption, trade openness, structural change, fuel mix, exports and institutional quality, technical efficiency, industrial structure, transportation infrastructure, internet usage, fossil fuels consumption, foreign trade, information communications technology, international trade, foreign trade ratio, fuel consumption, ecological variables, carbon taxation, employment ratio, urbanization, hydroelectricity consumption, environmental regulation, nuclear energy, urbanization, FDI, financial instability, internationalization, financial development, waste consumption and combustible, technological innovation, globalization, affluence, population, technology, population density, urban population, and carbon intensity could be also taken into consideration.
Moreover, the approach developed in this paper could be used to find a solution for different prediction problems in the renewable and non-renewable energy domains. The findings of this research were obtained using the classical ANFIS model, and for the prediction models, were established in the off-line setting. Additionally, the competency of the proposed model by a classical ANFIS model is limited by fixing the number of training cases. Therefore, there is a need to develop appropriate approaches to incremental learning in a way that takes newly-arriving data into account. As a result, we can say that, in future, researchers need to be more centered on proposing methods for ANFIS models with incremental learning in a way that minimizes the time of computation in large datasets.
